
The Miracles 
On Sunday, we considered the many ways Jesus proved he was the strongest, 
most powerful person ever to walk the earth. Here are the stories I referred to: 

Water → Wine • Paralytic Forgiven & Healed • Healing by Cloak 
Healing at a Distance • Calming Storm • Legion • Feeding 5000 
Walking on Water • Woman Caught • Lazarus • Riding Donkey 

What do you think of these “strength” stories of Jesus? Does any one of them 
stand out as your favorite? 

The weaknesses 
On Sunday, we considered the many ways Jesus demonstrated either the wrong 
kind of strength or outright weakness. Here are the ones I referenced: 
Cleansing the Temple • Washing Feet • In the Garden • Captured 

Defenseless Trial • Flogged • Carrying a Cross • Dying Alone 

What do you think of these “weakness” stories? Does any one of them stand out 
as your favorite? 

The Resurrection 
On Sunday, I mentioned a number of resurrection appearances of Jesus: 

Meeting Mary by the Tomb • The Men Going to Emmaus 
Peter • In the Locked Room • Paul 

What do you think of his resurrection appearances. Does any one of them stand 
out as your favorite? 

The Lesson 
Read 2 Corinthians 12:7-10. What does that passage say to you? 

Paul’s declaration is that the power of Christ is made perfect in weakness, and 
Jesus’ resurrection proves it. Have you learned to rejoice in your hardships? 

Have you learned to experience God’s strength in your weakness? 
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